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Abstract
Ensuring content persistence with minimal replication overhead is a prerequisite for providing any consistent
service over a peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay. This paper introduces S-DATA, a bandwidth efficient protocol for
achieving highly available P2P systems with minimal replication overhead. When considering a global P2P
system, the cyclic behavior of peers situated at different time zones can be found complementary of one another.
In S-DATA, peers with complementary diurnal availability patterns collaborate in small replication groups and
host each other’s content in turn to ensure 24/7 availability. In this work we present a mathematical model for
measuring time-based availability with (β − 1) redundancy as a function of replication group size and peer uptime
behavior. We also simulate the S-DATA protocol in the PeerSim simulator and compare its performance against
a few other time-based replication protocols.

1

Introduction

Since its inception, peer-to-peer (P2P) technology has been applied for numerous distributed applications, including
file sharing, distributed computing, multi-player gaming, media streaming and instant messaging. None of these
applications require or assume a persistent service guarantee from the underlying P2P overlay. Yet there exists other
applications like web hosting, online backup, content distribution etc., that require persistence in resource/service
availability. P2P systems rely on commodity machines, voluntarily participating at network edge. As a result, it is
challenging to use P2P technology for deploying any application that requires persistent resource/service availability.
Existing proposals in P2P systems use replication as the primary means for increasing resource availability. Replication strategies in P2P systems can be broadly classified as time-based replication and quantitative replication. In
quantitative replication approaches availability is ensured by consistently maintaining a fixed number of replicas per
resource. On the other hand, time-based replication approaches utilize a peer’s uptime history to reuse a replica
from the peer’s previous session.
In quantitative replication approaches content availability is proportional to the number of its replicas. But, increasing
the number of replicas has a number of side effects. First, it incurs increased network overhead for replica placement
and update propagation between the replicas when the original content is updated. Second, storage overhead increases
linearly with the number of replica. Third, it requires additional mechanisms for keeping track of the replicas for
efficient query forwarding. And last but not the least, query load balancing among the replicas of a specific content
becomes an important issue from fairness point of view. Existing availability approaches ([1, 2, 3, 4]) that solely
rely on replication are either bandwidth hungry or require complex predictive knowledge for replica updates and
relocation. These approaches frequently burden the peers with longer uptime, which results into a skewed load
distribution and a negative impact on availability.

Time-based replication strategies, on the other hand, utilize daily uptime behavior of the peers to replicate a content.
Cyclic diurnal pattern in peer availability has been observed in a number of previous studies including [5, 6, 7, 8].
Rzadca et al. [9] have shown that diurnal behavior of peers can be a useful characteristic for improving availability if
the system has a truly global scope. For example, consider two peers separated by 12-hours difference in time zone.
They will exhibit complementary availability patterns, if both of them remain online during daytime and off-line at
night. Even for the peers located in same time zone, mutually exclusive availability pattern may be observed due to
their Internet usage habits or job nature.
In a P2P network of a million peers, it is a challenging problem to match and tie peers in small groups in such a way
that the following conditions hold. First, group size should be as small as possible. Second, at any given time, at least
one peer (or a pre-specified number of peers) should be available within a group. Third, the group formation process
should be globally optimized and should not incur significant network overhead. Existing time-based availability
approaches ([10, 9, 11]) are rely on unstructured, gossip-based protocol and do not deliver guarantee on the the
above mentioned requirements.
In this paper, we propose a globally optimized and efficient protocol, named S-DATA (Structured approach for
Diurnal Availability by Temporal Assemblage) that maximizes 24/7 content availability in a P2P network, while
minimizing the aforementioned shortcomings of the existing time-based availability schemes. Our contributions in
this work can be summarized as follows:
• We have applied the Plexus protocol [12] (in Section 2) for constructing globally optimal time-based replication
groups without incurring significant network or storage overhead.
• We have provided a generic mechanism in Section 3 for combining time-based replication with quantitative
replication, which ensures β-availability. By β-availability mean that β peers from a group will be available at
any given time.
• In Section 4 we have formulated a mathematical model for measuring β-availability as a function of peer-uptime
duration and replication group size.
• The availability architecture and mathematical models presented in this work have been validated in Section 5
using extensive simulation on real world trace data.
In Section 6, we present the related works on P2P availability and finally we conclude in Section 7.

2
2.1

Conceptual Overview
Architecture

As depicted in Fig. 1, S-DATA architecture evolves around three conceptual components: replication group, Group
Index Overlay (GIO) and Content Index Overlay (CIO). Replication groups provide a persistent storage by exploiting
diurnal uptime-behavior of regular peers, GIO maintains peers’ and groups’ availability information, while CIO
retains an indirect mapping from content name to content location. In the following we explain each of these three
components.
Replication group : In S-DATA, peers are clustered into small groups based on their diurnal availability pattern.
Within a replication group, peers have mutually exclusive uptime with little overlap. In a replication group with
β-availability, it is ensured that at least β members from that group will be online at any given time. All members
within a group replicate each others content and work as proxy for off-line members of that group.
Group index overlay : It has two functions. First, during group formation, it works as a distributed agent for
match-making peers with complementary uptime behavior. Second, it acts as an indirection structure during content
lookup. Initially each peer advertises its availability pattern as a bit-vector to this overlay. During group formation,
peers willing to form a group search for other peers (or groups) having complementary uptime behavior. To the best
of our knowledge, Plexus is the only Distributed Hash Table (DHT) technique that supports approximate bit-vector
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Figure 1: Conceptual Architecture of S-DATA
matching in an efficient manner. Hence we used Plexus as the indexing and routing protocol for GIO. At any given
time, this overlay maps a group ID to one (or β) online peer from that group.
Content index overlay : This overlay can be implemented using any DHT-technique depending on application-specific
requirements. This overlay maps a content name to a group ID. In order to search and download a content, a peer
will first search the CIO and discover a group ID. Then it will lookup the group ID in the GIO and find the location
(IP:port) of an alive peer currently hosting that content and download it. Mapping a content name to a group ID,
instead of directly mapping to a peer ID incurs an additional lookup. But, this lookup is necessary to facilitate
dynamically associate a content name to the currently online peer hosting that content.
From uptime point of view, we assume that the peers in replication groups are regular peers with moderate online
time (4-8 hours) on a daily basis. While the peers in the indexing overlays are superpeers with longer uptime, higher
communication bandwidth and storage capacity.

2.2

Plexus routing

Before diving into the details of S-DATA, we present a brief overview of the Plexus protocol for better understanding
of this work. Plexus is a DHT approach that enables Hamming distance-based approximate matching between an
advertisement and a query, which are represented as n-dimensional bit-vectors (or n-bit patterns) in a Galois Field
F2n . Plexus uses < n, k, d > linear binary code for partition the pattern space (i.e., F2n ) and message routing. Here,
k is the dimensionality of the code - meaning there are 2k codewords and d is the minimum Hamming distance
between any to codewords. In simple words, a pattern (query or advertisement) is mapped to the codewords, closest
in Hamming distance. Each peer in Plexus overlay, is assigned a set of codewords based on its prefix-bits. For
advertisement or query, the closest codewords (in Hamming distance) are computed and the message is multicasted
to the peers responsible for those codewords. Routing in Plexus is based on the generator matrix of the linear binary
code. Upper bound for routing between any two peers is k2 , which is logarithmic on network size. Additionally,
Plexus has a built-in mechanism of index replication for improved reliability. In S-DATA we use the Hamming
distance-based approximate matching for group formation and index-replication for improved reliability.

2.3

Availability Vector

The traditional definition of peer availability is simply measured by the fraction of time a peer is online [2] within a
certain time period. If a peer joins and leaves m P
times during a period of T hours, and every time remains up for tk
m
tk
hours, then its availability can be computed as, k=1
. This formula does not take the diurnal availability pattern
T
in peer uptime behavior into account. This fact has been mathematically proven by Yang et al. in [13].
In this work, we divide 24-hours of a day in K equal-length time-slots w.r.t. GMT+0, and estimate the probability

of a peer being online in each time-slot based on its historical behavior. Thus the availability of a peer, say x, is
defined as Ax = {ax1 , ax2 , ..., axk , ..., axK }, where Ax is the K-dimensional availability vector for peer x, and axk is
the probability of peer x being online in slot k.
The responsibility of computing and maintaining the availability vectors can be dedicated to the P2P client software
or to GIO. Each of these alternatives has its own merits and demerits, and can be considered as an implementation
specific choice. Computing and maintaining availability vectors at the client software will give more accurate estimates
and will generate minimal network traffic. However, a client software can be maliciously modified to report a fake
availability vector. Alternatively, the availability vectors can be computed and maintained at GIO. This approach
can generate more reliable probability values of the availability vectors, though at the expense of increase network
traffic and decreased accuracy of the computed availability.

3
3.1

S-DATA Protocol Details
Terminology

In S-DATA we use four indexes (see Table 1) for group formation and content lookup. Ie represents an indexing
peer in CIO which is responsible for storing the ID of e (IDe ), where e can be a regular peer or a group. Ie works
as e’s proxy for meta-information exchange. For a regular peer, say x, Ix stores an Mx record, which contains the
availability vector (Ax ), ID (IDx ) and network location (Locx ) for x, as well as the group ID (IDGx ) and index
location (IGx ) for x’s group Gx . For a group G, IG contains index record NG , which contains group availability
vector (AG ), group ID (IDG ), and for each member x of G, its ID (IDx ), index location (Ix ) and network location
(Locx ). To enable approximate matching between peers’ and groups’ availability vectors, we maintain Ve indexes
that contain availability pattern (Se , explained in Section 3.2.1), availability vector (Ae ), ID (IDe ) and index location
(Ie ) for e. Ve is stored in all peers Le within a pre-specified Hamming distance from Se . Finally, for content lookup
another set of indexes (Kw ) is maintained in CIO. For each keyword w attached to a content an index (Kw ) is
stored in CIO at peer Jw , which is responsible for keyword w. Kw retains the content’s ID (IDdoc ), other keywords
describing the content ({wi }), group ID (IDG ) and index location (IG ) of the group that hosts the content.

3.2

Name

Overlay

Table 1: List of Indexes in S-DATA
Indexed information

Mx

GIO/Ix

< Ax , IDx , Locx , IDGx , IGx >

NG

GIO/IG

< AG , IDG , {< IDx , Ix , Locx > |x ∈ G} >

Ve

GIO/LSe

< Se , Ae , IDe , Ie >

Kw

CIO/Jw

< IDG , IG , IDdoc , {wi |wi ∈ doc} > LŚx

Indexing Availability Information

To cluster regular peers in globally optimized replication groups, we need to index each peer’s availability information
(Ve ) to GIO. This indexing process involves two steps: i) encoding availability vector (Ae ) to bit-vector (Se ) and ii)
advertisement using Plexus protocol. These two steps are explained in the following.
3.2.1

Availability Vector Encoding

It can be easily seen that the availability vector Ai is a K-dimensional vector of uptime probabilities, whereas the
advertisement (or query) patterns in a Plexus network built on an < n, k, d > code are n-bit values. Hence, we need
a means to encode a K-dimensional availability vector into an n-bit pattern.

In this work we have used K = 24 slots for availability vector. While for Plexus implementation, we have used the
< 24, 12, 8 > Extended Golay Code G24 . Trivially, we can directly encode each probability value aik in Ai to one-bit
in the 24-bit advertisement (or query) pattern. We can use a threshold, say θ, and can set the k-th bit of the 24-bit
encoded pattern to 1 if aik > θ. Unfortunately, this encoding will incur significant information loss and will degrade
approximate matching performance in Plexus network.
Alternatively, we use a better encoding scheme based on the observation that consecutive values in the availability
vector are usually similar in magnitude. To exploit this observation, we average the probability values in two
adjacent slots and obtain a 12-dimensional availability vector Ái = {ái1 , ái2 , . . . ái12 }, where áij is computed as
(a

+a

)

áij = i(2j−1)2 i(2j) . Now, we encode each áij into two bits in the 24-bit advertisement pattern as follows. áij is
encoded to 00 if áij is less than 31 . If áij is between 31 and 32 then the encoding is 01. Otherwise, áij is greater than 23
and is encoded to 11. This encoding reflects the numeric distance in áij to the Hamming distance in advertisement
patterns.
3.2.2

Advertisement

An advertising peer, say x, first computes the n-bit advertisement pattern, say Sx , as explained above. Then x
sends the tuple < Sx , Ax , IDx , Locx , IDGx , IGx >, to Ix . If x has not formed a group then IDGx and IGx will
be empty. Upon receiving the advertisement message Ix computes the codewords within a pre-specified Hamming
distance from Sx and uses Plexus routing to route and index the advertisement (Vx ) to the peers (LSx ) responsible
for these codewords.

3.3

Group Formation
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Figure 2: Sequence diagram show group formation of x with m
This process lies at the core of S-DATA protocol. Our target is to cluster peers into groups in such a way that the
group sizes are minimal and at any given time at least β ≥ 1 peers from a group is online with the highest possible
probability.

The most challenging part of this process is to relay group formation messages between peers that may not be
simultaneously online. To this end, we use GIO as a message relay. Fig. 2 presents a sequence of message exchanges
between indexing peers in GIO and regular peers x and m while forming a 1-availability group G. It is worth noting
that x and m are not online simultaneously and hence they have no direct message exchange. The Group formation
process is composed of the following three steps:
1. Invitation : We assume that on average a regular peer will be online for L time-slots on a daily basis. It will
be the responsibility of a peer to maintain β peers in its group during the L-slots it is online and the next
L-slots. To find a suitable peer that can improve group’s availability for the next L-slots, peer x computes an
availability pattern Śx . Śx has bits t + L + 1 to t + 2L set to 1, assuming that the availability pattern Sx of peer
x has bits t to t + L set to 1. Once Śx is computed, peer x forwards it to Ix . Ix uses Plexus multi-cast routing
to find the peers (LŚx ) in CIO responsible for indexing peer/group availability records (Ve ) similar to Śx . From
the availability records (Ve ) returned by Ix , peer x selects the most appropriate peer, say m, that maximizes
its groups availability. A mathematical model for selecting the most appropriate peer has been presented in
Section 4.3. Peer x locates the indexing peer (Im ) for m using Plexus routing and sends an invitation request
to Im that includes the Vx record.
2. Group formation : Upon becoming online m updates Im with its new network location (Locm ). In response
Im sends all the invitations ({Ve }) for m that has been accumulated during m’s offline period. Among these
invitations, m selects the best candidate x. If x is already a member of an existing group then m simply joins
the group otherwise it creates a new group G. To create or update the group index in GIO, m may require to
transmit three messages: a) if m created a new group, then it has to update the Mx record in Ix so that x can
learn about G upon returning; b) m has to index (VG ) to all peers (LG ) within a certain Hamming distance
from SG ; c) finally, m has to store the group index NG to IG .
3. Participation : During its next online session peer x will update Ix with its new network location Locx . If the
previous invitation from x was honored by m then Ix responds with the newly formed group’s information (
IDG and IG ). x updates IG with its location information Locx and IG responds with any update from m or
other members of G. On the other hand, if the invitation from x was not accepted by m, then x has to restart
the group formation process with the next best matching peer, other than m.
The above mentioned process of forming 1-availability group can be easily extended to construct β-availability groups.
Two modifications in Step 1 of the above process are required. First, x should be the highest ID peer among the
online members of its group (Gx ). And second, x should send invitations to β − f peers simultaneously, where f is
the number of peers in x’s group who shall be online in the L-time slots following the online period of x.

3.4

Group Maintenance

The diurnal availability pattern of a peer may change over time. In such a situation a peer, say x, may want to
change its group. Group changing involves leaving the the current group and joining a new group. The process of
joining a group has been described in the Section 3.3. To leave its current group Gx , peer x has to update two peers
in CIO. First, x has to remove its index information from NGx record, which is stored in peer IGx . And second, x
has to clear the IDGx and IGx fields in Mx record, which is stored in Ix . It should be noted that we use soft-state
registration for advertising Vx records to LSx . Hence, the Vx records will be automatically removed from the peers
in LSx , if x does not re-advertise before the previous advertisement expires.

3.5

Content Indexing and Lookup

In the following we describe the mechanisms for content indexing and lookup.

3.5.1

Content Indexing

Traditionally a content in a P2P network is tagged with a set of descriptive keywords, ( w ∈ {wi }). These keywords
are used to locate the peers(s) (Jw ) in CIO for storing the Kw record. While advertising a content a peer, say x, may
or may not be a member of a replication group. If x is a member of a replication group, say Gx then IDGx and IGx
are stored in Kw record, otherwise IDx and Ix are used. However, Kw is not updated when x forms a group. Rather,
Kw is updated in a reactive manner during content lookup. This process is described in the following section.
3.5.2

Content Lookup

A query for keyword w will be routed to Jw using the routing protocol in CIO. Based on the information found in
Kw , the query will be forwarded to either IGx if the content host x has formed a group and Kw has been updated, or
the query will be forwarded to Ix . In a regular scenario, the query will be forwarded to IGx and the location Locy
of the currently alive peer y in Gx will be return to the querying peer via Jw . On the other hand, if x has formed a
group but Kw has not been updated, then Jw will contact Ix , which will respond with IDGx and IGx . Accordingly,
Jw will update Kw for future references. Finally, Jw will contact IGx to obtain the location (Locy ) of the currently
active peer (y) in Gx .

4

Mathematical Model

In this section we first present a mathematical model for calculating β-availability. Then we present a model for
expressing β-availability as function of average uptime and group size. Finally, we present a utility function for
computing the relative gain in β-availability that can be achieved by combining two peers (or groups) in a group.

4.1

Defining β-Availability

As presented in Section 2.3, we express the availability of peers x as K dimensional vector Ax = {ax1 , ax2 , . . . axK },
where axk represents the probability of peer x being online in time-slot k. When peers collaborate in a replication
group, say G, we can model the 1-availability vector of the group as A1G = {a1G1 , a1G2 , . . . , a1GK }. The combined
probability of at least one peer being online at any given slot k can be computed as follows:

a1Gk = P r[at least one member is online in slot k]
= 1 − P r[no peer is online in slot k]
Y
=1−
(1 − axk )

(1)

∀x∈G

We can extend the equation for a1Gk to compute 2-availability, i.e., the probability of at least 2 peers being online,
at slot k as follows:

a2Gk = P r[at least 1 members is online at slot k]
− P r[exactly 1 member is online at slot k]
= a1Gk − aexactly
Gk
Here aexactly
Gk

1

1

is the probability of exactly one member of G being online at slot k. This can be computed as:
X
Y
1
aexactly
=
axk
(1 − ayk )
Gk
∀x∈G

∀y∈G,y6=x

(2)

In a similar manner, we can generalize the 2-availability equation to compute β-availability at any slot k as follows:
(β−1)

− aGk

= aGk

(β−2)

− aGk

= a1Gk −

β−1
X

aβGk = aGk

exactly (β−1)

exactly (β−2)

exactly (β−1)

− aGk

exactly (j)

(3)

aGk

j=1

Now we can average the slot-wise availability values to obtain an estimated β-availability of the group over time as
follows:

|AβG | =

K
1 X β
aGk
K

(4)

k=1

4.2

Computing β-availability

In this section we develop a mathematical model to establish the relationship between β-availability, group size and
uptime distribution. Without any loss of generality we assume that each peer is online for L consecutive slots of a day
with high probability, while its probability of being online for the rest of the slots is very low. Following the finding
of Bustamante et al. in [14], we model the duration of a peer’s online session, i.e., L, using the Pareto distribution
α
.
with shape parameter α. According to this distribution the expected uptime can be computed as L = 1−α
Apart from modeling uptime distribution, we have to model the positive and negative correlation between the
probabilities of a peer being online between consecutive time slots. To model this we have used the short tailed
Cauchy distribution, which can represent the correlation between consecutive probability values well. Accordingly,
we partition the availability vector into high and low regions based on uptime L. For peer x, axk in any slot k in the
high availability region can be computed as follows:
axh[i] = s ∗
where, δh =

h
L

γ
π[(i ∗ δh )2 + γ 2 ]

(5)

and i = 0 to L − 1.

Similarly, we can compute axk in any slot k in the low availability region as follows:
axl[i] = s ∗

γ
π[(i ∗ δl + p)2 + γ 2 ]

(6)

l
where δl = K−L
and i = 1 to K − L. Here, h, l, s and p are constants, which can be manipulated to model different
uptime behaviors.

Suppose group G is composed of peers, x, y . . . z. We pick a peer, say x, having peak slot in the middle of the first
L slots. Then we compute its availability vector, Ax = {ax1 , ax2 . . . axK } using Equation (5) and Equation (6).
We get K Equations similar to Equations 5 and 6 corresponding to each of the K slots. We pick another peer y,
whose peak slot is at the middle of the second L slots and get another K equations corresponding to the vector,
Ay = {ay1 , ay2 . . . ayK } in a similar way. In this way, we pick a peer z having the peak slot at the middle of the
K
L th L slots and obtain Az = {az1 , az2 . . . azK }. Using these availability vectors we can find β-availability at each
slot. It should be noted that the β-availability of a group depends on L, while L depends on α. According to the
recurrence relation in Equation (3), finding β-availability requires computation of 1-availability, 2-availability and
so on. Therefore, as the first step of β-availability computation, we present a method to calculate 1-availability =
1 − (1 − axi )(1 − ayi ) . . . (1 − azi ) at any slot i in the following.
We can generalize Equation (5) and 6 as
f (w) = s ∗

γ
π[(w)2

+ γ2]

Table 2: 1-availability at different slots for peers of same group
Peak at
1st L slots
2nd L slots
3rd L slots
···
ith L slots

slot 1
f (− L
2 .δh )
f (− L
2 .δh − Lδl )
f (− L
2 .δh − 2Lδl )
···
f (− L
2 .δh − (i − 1)Lδl )

slot L
f( L
2 .δh )
f (− L
2 .δh )
f (− L
2 .δh − Lδl )
···
···

slot 2L

slot 3L

slot kL

f( L
2 .δh )
f (− L
2 .δh )
···
···

f( L
2 .δh )
···
···

···
f (− L
2 .δh − kLδl )

Table 3: 1-availability at kth slot for peers of same group
Peer at
1st L slots
2nd L slots
3rd L slots
···
ith L slots

kth slot
f (− L
2 .δh + kδh )
f (− L
2 .δh − (L − k)δl )
f (− L
2 .δh − (2L − k)δl )
···
L
f (− 2 .δh − ((i − 1)L − k)δl )

where, w can represent either a high or a low availability slot. As depicted in Table 2 for an ideal scenario, a group
st
peer will align with the 1st L slots, peak of the 2nd peer will align with
will have K
L peers and the peak of the 1
nd
the 2 L slots and so on. Table 3, on the other hand, presents 1-availability of peers from the same group at k th
slot. From these two tables we can find a1G1 a1Gk for k < L as follows:
a1G1

L
L
= 1 − (1 − f (− .δh ))(1 − f (− .δh − Lδl )) . . .
2
2
K

= 1−

L
Y

L
(1 − f (− .δh − (i − 1)Lδl ))
2
i=1

And similarly,

L
a1Gk =1 − (1 − f (− .δh + kδh ))
2
K

∗

L
Y

L
(1 − f (− .δh − ((i − 1)L − k)δl ))
2
i=2

(7)

To get aGk for all k = 1 to K, a more generalized formulation is required. Moreover, the best case scenario, as
presented in Tables 2 and 3, will not be found in a real situation. Considering these two factors we average slot
availability values for high and low regions separately. We use ah and al to denote the average availability at high
and low regions, respectively. Within a group these two average values will be same for all the peers. Hence we have
not added the peer name in ah or al . Evidently, we can obtain ah and al by integrating the slot-wise availability
values presented in Equations 5 and 6, respectively as follows:
2
ah =
L

al =

2
K−L

Z

0

Z

L/2

ah[i] di =

0

K−L
2

al[i] di =

h
2s
arctan
hπ
2γ

p
2s 
l + 2p
− arctan
arctan
lπ
2γ
γ

Now, using ah and al in Equation 1, we get a simplified form of 1-availability: a1Gk = 1 − (1 − ah )(1 − al )|G|−1 . Here
|G| is the number of members in group G. To obtain β-availability in terms of ah and al , we have to find the values
j
of aexactly
for all j = 1 to β − 1 as follows.
Gk

aexactly
Gk

1

X

=

Y

axk

∀x∈G

(1 − ayk )

∀y∈G,x6=y
|G|−1

= ah (1 − al )|G|−1 +

X

al (1 − ah )(1 − al )|G|−2

g=1

|G|−1

= ah (1 − al )

aexactly
gk

2

+ (|G| − 1)al (1 − ah )(1 − al )|G|−2

X

=

axk ayk

∀Px ,Py ∈G,x6=y

Y

(1 − azk )

∀Pz ∈G,x6=y6=z

a2h (1 − al )|G|−2 + ah al (1 − ah )(1 − al )|G|−3

=

|G|−2

X

+

a2l (1 − ah )2 (1 − al )|G|−4

g=1

1
X

=

m
|G|−2−m
a1−m
am
l (1 − ah ) (1 − al )
h

m=0

(|G| − 2)a2l (1 − ah )2 (1 − al )|G|−4

+

Therefore, the probability of exactly j member of G to be available at k th slot can be computed as:
aexactly
gk

j

=

j−1
X

m
|G|−j−m
aj−m
am
l (1 − ah ) (1 − al )
h

m=0

+

(|G| − j)a3l (1 − ah )3 (1 − al )|G|−6

Now, using the above formulas, we can obtain the simplified form of β-availability from Equation 3:

aβgk

=

a1gk

−

β−1
X

aexactly
gk

j

j=1

= 1 − (1 − ah )(1 − al )|G|−1
−

j−1
β−1
XX

m
|G|−j−m
aj−m
am
l (1 − ah ) (1 − al )
h

j=1 m=0

−

β−1
X

(|G| − j)ajl (1 − ah )j (1 − al )|G|−2j

(8)

j=1

Equation 8 establishes a relationship between β-availability, uptime and group size. To solve it analytically, we first
estimate the average availabilities, i.e., ah and al , using the constant values: γ = 1, s = 2, h = 1, α = 1.5, p = 0.5
and l = 4. These values gives the best fit for the real-trace data that can be found in [15] and [16]. Putting the
values of ah and al in Equation 8, we can estimate slot-wise availability for different values of β and group-size. The
resulting β-availability curves are given in Fig. 3, which affirms that larger groups are required to attain a given level
of β-availability for higher values of β.
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Figure 3: Estimation of β-availability

4.3

Peer Selection Metric

During the group formation process, as presented in Section 3.3, a peer needs to select the most appropriate candidate
for group formation from a set of peers or groups with the desired availability pattern. We define Cx,y to be the
combined gain that can be achieved by placing peer (or group) x and peer (or group) y in a new group, say G. Cx,y
can be obtained by adding the individual gains Ux,G and Uy,G for the participants x and y, respectively. Equations
for computing combined gain Cx,y and individual gain Um,G are given below.

Cx,y =

(UxG + UyG )
|Gx ∪ Gy |

(9)

where,
Um,G =

K
X

(aβGk − aβmk )

k=1

To reduce replication overhead, we want groups to be as small as possible. We incorporate this constraint in Cx,y
computation, by placing the new group size, i.e., |G| = |Gx ∪ Gy |, as dominator in Equation (9).

5

Experimental Results

5.1

Experiment Setup

We used the Peersim [17] simulator for the experiments. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method,
we implement and compare performance of the following four grouping strategies:
1. Structured : Here we implement the S-DATA protocol on a Plexus network deployed using the Extended Golay
Code G24 as described in Section 3.
2. Unstructured : We use the gossip protocol as proposed in [10] in this strategy, where peers reply on their local
knowledge for group formation.
3. Random: In this strategy, a peer randomly invites a peer within two hop neighborhood without using any
selection metric. The invited peer then decides to accept or deny it according to a random toss.
4. Central : In this scheme, a central entity, called Oracle, stores the availability vectors for all peers in the system.
Alive peers communicate with the Oracle to select and invite the best matching peer according to Equation (9).
Oracle chooses the best invitee, from the invitations for each peer and forms a group. This approach yields a
benchmark for the other distributed schemes.
Using the trace data available in [15] and [16], we cannot manipulate peer population arbitrarily. Rather, we use
those traces to model the availability vectors as outlined in Section 4.2. In line with the scope of this work, we
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Figure 4: Group availability measurements
design the experiments around GIO and replication groups, and deliberately do not simulate CIO. Conforming to
the finding in [18], around 18% regular peers with best uptime distribution are promoted to superpeer and they
collaborate in GIO using the Plexus protocol.

5.2

Evaluation Metrics

We use the following performance metrics to compare the above mentioned grouping strategies.
• Group availability: We consider a group available in a slot, if at least one member of the group remains up in
that slot. Group availability is measured in units of nines [19], defined as −log10 (1 − T ) , where T is the fraction
of the total observed time when groups are available. For instance, a group availability of 2 nines implies that
the group is accessible during 99% of the total time.
• System availability: We compute system availability as the average value of the availability (|AβG |) across all
groups in the system. Besides the average we also measure and depict the minimum and maximum group
availabilities after convergence.
• Convergence Time : This metric represents the convergence speed of our grouping protocols. It is measured
by the number of slots required for all the peers to join some group.
• Normalized message overhead : It is a measure of the total number of messages exchanged by a protocol divided
by the total number of groups in the system after convergence.

5.3

Comparative Study

Fig. 4 depicts the cumulative of percentage of groups as a function of group availability in nines. For non-random
strategies, all the groups remain available more than 70% (0.5 nines) of time whereas all of groups formed by random
strategy remain available only 55% (0.35 nines) of the time. Comparing Figures 4(a) and 4(b), we can also see that
structured method outperforms all other approaches, and it performs even better as uptime is increased.
Expected system availability along with minimum and maximum values (as error bars on each bar) have been
presented in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) presents system availability for different expected uptime (i.e., L) values and a network
of 16000 peers, while Fig. 5(b) presents the same for different network size and L = 3 hours. Evidently, structured
approach has superior system availability than random and unstructured cases with smaller deviation in the error
bars, which is very close to the benchmark performance of the central case. Random approach has the worst result
with larger deviation in the error bar and lowest system availability, while the performance of unstructured method
lies in between central and random strategies. We capped group size to TL + 1 for this experiment, hence there is not
much variation in system availability in Fig. 5(a).

(a) Varying uptime

(b) Varying network size

Figure 5: Systems availability
Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) present system convergence time as a function of uptime and network size, respectively.
Central strategy has the lowest convergence time because the task of index storage and group formation are done in
one location in the network. According to Fig. 6(a), changes in uptime has no significant impact on the convergence
speed. While Fig. 6(b) shows that the convergence time is not effected by network size for random and unstructured
approach, whereas for central and structured approaches convergence time increases with increased network size. For
structured case peers with low uptime continuously seeks to form groups with other peers with low uptime, hence
the longer convergence time.

(a) Varying uptime

(b) Varying network size

Figure 6: Convergence time
The improvement we gain on availability as shown in the above results comes at the cost of some routing overhead
which is illustrated in Fig. 7. However, this overhead is not significantly higher than the unstructured and the random
cases. For the central case message overhead is significantly high since each peer communicates the central oracle in
each slot for getting grouping updates. The structured routing based technique using Plexus requires communication
in a limited search space specified by the Hamming distance and so its normalized overhead lies in the middle. The
normalized message overheads for random and unstructured cases are the smallest and very close to each other due
to the fact that they require to communicate peer within two-hop neighborhood only.

6

Related Works

A number of approaches to improve availability in P2P systems can be found in the literature. To the best of
our knowledge, only a few of these approaches focus on increasing content availability by adopting a time-based
replication strategy. In [10], we proposed the DATA protocol that construct replication groups using complementary
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Figure 7: Normalized routing overhead
availability patterns of peers through a gossip based routing technique applicable to unstructured networks. Blond
et al. [11] proposed two availability-aware applications that take into account the peers’ previous availability history
collected through an epidemic protocol. Using a simple predictor, they propose to find the best matching peer to
meet the specific goals of the application. A group based Chord model is proposed in [20] to minimize the impact
of frequent arrivals and departures of peers. The redundancy group based approach proposed by Schwarz et al. [4]
tries to improve availability by utilizing the cyclic behavior of peers distributed across the World. They proposed a
hill-climbing strategy to determine redundancy groups for data objects. They proposed a counter-based availability
score update mechanism through periodic scans. However, the counter mechanism cannot consistently capture phase
relationships within a peer and between peers. For example, a peer having diurnal availability pattern will be online
for the longest consecutive stretch starting in the morning, when its counter is the lowest. But this fact is not
reflected in their mechanism. Rzadca et al.[9] proposed to represent peer availability as a function of discrete time
to minimize the number of replicas. In their model, availability is represented by a set of time slots in which a peer
is available with certainty, i.e., the used discrete on-off availability. In contrast, S-DATA represents availability
by historical probability at discrete time slots. Our probabilistic model captures diurnal availability patterns more
accurately, since peer connectivity cannot be predicted with absolute certainty in a real world network. Moreover,
the group formation approach proposed in [9] uses a single-valued scoring function, which only considers the number
of newly covered slots while making group formation decision. On the contrary, our utility function considers relative
improvement from both sides and considers the size of the resulting group. Finally, their model only targets to ensure
1-availability across time slots, whereas S-DATA proposes to consider β-Availability to provide better reliability.
A significant number of research works aim to increase availability by adopting various strategies for quantitative
replication. These works vary in the type of redundancy, method of replica regeneration, and the number and location
of peers storing redundant data. Bhagwan et al. explored the issues of replication granularity, replica placement,
and application characteristics in [1]. In terms of replica generation approach, redundancy is achieved either by
replicating the complete data or fragmenting and encoding the data by network coding in such a way that not all
fragments are needed to reproduce the original content [1], [4]. Data replication is mainly done in two ways: reactive
[2] or proactive [3]. Both of these approaches aim to optimally place the replicas in minimum number of peers so
that overall content availability remains high. Existing solutions use information like peers’ session time and churn
[21], availability history [11], lifespan distribution [14], machines’ uptime, downtime, lifetime, and correlation among
them [22], Mean Time to Failure [23], up time score [4], recent up time [24], application specific availability [25],
availability-prediction guided replica placement [2, 26], and probabilistic models [27] to reduce redundancy overhead
while retaining high availability. These approaches relies on quantitative replication, whereas S-DATA combines both
time-based and quantitative replication strategies. Another major difference of S-DATA with these schemes is that
they make no distinction between transient and permanent disconnections and data stored at a peer is reused upon
its return to the system. Ignoring stored data after peers’ offline period incurs significant network overhead, which
S-DATA can readily avoid by co-relating a returning peer with its previous session.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we have described an efficient grouping scheme which irrespective of peer timing and churn ensures
data availability around the clock. S-DATA uses a structured solution to create and maintain replication groups.

Experimental results show that the proposed S-DATA protocol ensures very high content availability which is comparable to the centralized equivalent for group formation. Moreover, the network and storage overhead incurred by
S-DATA protocol scales logarithmically with network size. We further intend to investigate performance of S-DATA
by deploying it on a real world P2P system and to ensure availability for specific application requirements. The
success of S-DATA depends largely on the willingness and truthfulness of the peers. Tackling the untrusted behavior
of peers and security issues of group formation is another prospective research issue we are willing to investigate.
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